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Our History:
*Established in 1989 in response to the Governor's
Commission for a Drug-Free Indiana

*Local coordinating councils
          -Indiana Criminal Justice Institute

*Grassroots efforts directly targeting local alcohol,
tobacco, and other drug issues



Our Funding:

*Countermeasure fees collected at the county level
          *25% Prevention/Education
          *25% Treatment/Intervention
          *25% Criminal Justice
          *25% Administrative 

*Drug-Free Community Grantee 2006-2011

Where we began:



Where we are now-

Our Funding:

*Continue to collect countermeasure fees
          *Funds continue to decrease-diversion
programs

*Since 2011, our coalition has been inserted as a line
item in the City of Lawrenceburg's annual operating
budget



Submitted 2009

Proposal:

*Proposal
*Introduction
*Local data
*Goals/Objectives
*Procedures/Scope of work
*Timetable
*Budget
*Key Personnel
*Evaluation
*Endorsements
*Next Steps
*Appendix



Proposal/Intro:
*Proposal

          *Who we are
          *Our ask
     *Brief and to the point: more detailed information included within
     the proposal

*Introduction
          *Our Vision
          *Our Mission
          *Comprehensive Community Plan
                     *Problem statements



Vision and
Mission

*Vision:

Dearborn County citizens will be empowered to make safe and
healthy life choices, free from the harms of alcohol and other drugs.

*Mission

To develop and support a comprehensive community plan focused on
the prevention and reduction of substance use/misuse and addiction

among the youth and adults in Dearborn County. 



Vision and Mission

Your vision and mission MUST be a collaborative process. 

"Local problems require local solutions."

Engaging ALL sectors, inclusive.

A director of a coalition is there to support the efforts of the
community partners. 

Find your champions.

Why can't we all just get along...



Vision and Mission

*Build and maintain momentum with incremental goals
and "small wins"

          *What can we celebrate "now"?
         
          *Action steps should always be incorporated

          *Communicate your purpose and share your
          results

          

          

Maintain Involvement and Engagement



Vision and Mission

*Create opportunities at multiple levels

*Coalition meetings: time, date, place

*Different "levels" of participation- high or low intensity?
completely committed or not quite on board yet?

*No matter what, they should feel valued. 

          

          

The power of
"legitimate peripheral participation"



Vision and Mission

*Overcome issue "silos"

*Dearborn County is working together, with all
community partners

*"MY thing is prevention, YOUR thing is recovery": that
doesn't mean we can't work together

*We don't have to take the world on by ourselves, but we
can support the efforts of others

          

Know when we need to call an ELMO
Enough, Let's Move One



The 6 R's
*Build relationships and foster them

*Clearly define roles that are limited, immediate, and doable

*Respect for others will foster a collaborative environment

*Recognition for the work being done

*Rewards- skills development, connection to others, career
opportunities, learning

*Show the results, the fruit of your labor
   

               



Local Data
*Children's Services
*Juvenile Detention Center
*Treatment statistics
*Prosecutor's office
*Special Crimes Unit
*Courts and jail data
*Coroner's report
*Hospital data

*Indiana Youth Institute Kids Count
*Indiana Prevention Resource Center Drug Survey
   

               



Procedures and Scope of Work

*Organizational structure; show transparency about how
you operate

          *Create/update your by-laws, policies, and
           procedures
          *Where is the work being done?
          *How are decisions made?
          *Create clear lines of communication
          *Meetings for coalition and work groups
          *Legal and fiscal authority

               

Coalition Structure



Procedures and Scope of Work
Coalition Structure

Director

Executive
Board

Coalition

Grant
Committee

Planning 
Committee

Financial
Committee

Youth 
Coordinator

Youth
Ambassadors

Development

Prevention Treatment Criminal Justice



Using the strategic prevention framework
Procedures and Scope of Work



Using a logic model 
Procedures and Scope of Work

Problem and
supporting data

Risk 
Factors

Local
Conditions

Strategies
Activities Evaluation



Use Your
Resources!

CADCA

SAMHSA

Help from other coalitions



Sell your
strategy

evidence-based
evidence-supported

state-wide efforts
collaboration

essential
health and safety of our children

but make sure
it 's  relatable to
your audience



What do we want to accomplish?

Aim
Goal

Objective
Problem Statement

Target
Vision

   

Words Matter...



What will we do?
Activity

Approach
Initiative

Input
Method
Mission
Policy

Practice
Program
Strategy

   

Words Matter...



How will we know what has
been accomplished?

Benchmark
Indicator

Intermediate
Outcome
Impact

Measure
Milestone
Outcome
Output
Result

   

Words Matter...



Be thorough. Be transparent.
Salary

Office space
Supplies/equipment

Youth Outreach
Community Outreach

Training
Youth Ambassadors

Scholarships
Media

Dues/Subscriptions
   

Budget



Be thorough. Be transparent.

*Provide detailed information on how
you have used these funds 

*Or how you would like to use these funds

*Why your coalition?
   

Budget



Who are your people and how are
they qualified to do this work?

*Job descriptions- should at least be
outlined in your by-laws

*Qualifications- what skills do they have
to get the job done

   

Key Personnel



*Director

*Youth Coordinator

*Youth Ambassadors

*President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer,
three At-large members

*List your coalition members

   

Key Personnel



*Here's your time to sell how your coalition has
achieved their work thus far 

*Track your progress

*Here's a chance to celebrate your "wins"

   

Evaluate



Endorsements
Create your case

statement

then

Letters of Support from
Local Leaders



Next Steps

In conclusion:
wrap up why their financial

support is imperative



Next Steps

Ask for Action:
We ask that you consider our

proposal. 

Invite them to a meeting.



Next Steps

Our coalition is organized and
operates according to state

statute. Your financial support
is a true investment in our

community. 



When should we start
thinking about
sustainability?

*As soon as your coalition forms

*Be proactive with this process and
incorporate early on

*Establish yourselves, then start
planning



7 Habits of Highly
Sustainable Coalitions

*Guard your capacity

Sustainability is not just about funding. It's your
coalition's capacity- the membership, relationships,

leadership, and organizational strength

Where are your opportunities for growth?

Where are we experiencing barriers?

CADCA Sustainability Primer



7 Habits of Highly
Sustainable Coalitions

*Track your progress

Evaluation is essential, but you can track general
progress less formally (and with limited

resources!). 

How many members?What are your work groups
accomplishing? Have you engaged a hard to reach

sector? 

CADCA Sustainability Primer



7 Habits of Highly
Sustainable Coalitions

*Focus on the goal

Substance use is complex and relates to other
community and youth issues. 

Focus on the goal. Avoid the distractions. 

CADCA Sustainability Primer



7 Habits of Highly
Sustainable Coalitions

*Seek local support first

Your resources are in your community. 

"Local problems require local solutions"

"Local first" will ensure your community is aware of
your work and it will become an essential asset.

CADCA Sustainability Primer



7 Habits of Highly
Sustainable Coalitions

*Always add value

Your coalition functions because key stakeholders
in your community see value in having a

collaborative venue. 

How can you continue to develop relationships,
raise funds, and create a diverse group of partners?

CADCA Sustainability Primer



7 Habits of Highly
Sustainable Coalitions

*Tell a story

Don't get too distracted by the work that you are
not sharing your successes, and struggles. 

Develop your coalition's story. Connect to
emotions.

What is your coalition's past, present, and future?

CADCA Sustainability Primer



7 Habits of Highly
Sustainable Coalitions

*Keep learning

There is always room for growth. 

Keep an open mind and learning orientation. 

Coalitions will become more resilient and are better
able to adapt to changing conditions. 

CADCA Sustainability Primer



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan

*Inventory current material resources

At this present time, what cash and in-kind
resources do we have?

CADCA Sustainability Primer

*Communication- equipment
*Space- what space is available for meetings and programs
*Supplies- basic office supplies to specifics for programming
*Technology- website? laptop? printers?
*Time- volunteers? staff members? programs?
*Training- what opportunities are available?
*Transportation-



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan

*Identify future resource requirements

What will our coalition look like in the future?

CADCA Sustainability Primer

*This is less about determining a future budget amount than it is about engaging
all coalition members in a discussion about the future direction of the coalition

*What is our future role in creating a safe and healthy community?

*How many resources the coalition will our need to fulfill that?



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan

*Identify future resource requirements

What will our coalition look like in the future?

CADCA Sustainability Primer

*This is less about determining a future budget amount than it is about engaging
all coalition members in a discussion about the future direction of the coalition

*What is our future role in creating a safe and healthy community?

*How many resources the coalition will our need to fulfill that?



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan
*Select funding strategies
Identify a diverse funding strategy

CADCA Sustainability Primer

*Share: asset sharing, in-kind contributions, leverage shared
positions

*Charge: fee for service, fine or penalty with revenue to
prevention, line item in government budget, line item in another
non-profit's budget, membership dues, acquire tax revenue

*Ask: grants, fundraisers, individual donors, United Way/payroll
giving, endowed funds/planned giving

*Earn: for-profit business, business planning, partial ownership of
for-profit enterprises



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan

*Identify potential sources and donors
CADCA Sustainability Primer

*Which individual's and organizations have an interest
in achieving your coalition's goals?

*Which foundations and grantors are funding
coalitions and community change efforts?

*Which of your coalition members have connections to
these individuals and organizations?



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan

*Create your case statement
CADCA Sustainability Primer

*Why is your coalition needed at all?

*How does your coalition make a difference in
substance use outcomes?

*What is the unique role of your coalition?

*Is your coalition a cost-effective way of addressing
substance use?

Clear and concise, using every day language



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan

*Action Plan for Contact and Requests
CADCA Sustainability Primer

This plan is used to:

*Engage, support, and recognize current and potential coalition
members that are critical to future success

*Identify potential donors

*Build long-term relationships with potential donors

*Create a case statement that includes the role and value of your
coalition

Building relationships that will reap necessary resources



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan

*Action Plan for Contact and Requests
CADCA Sustainability Primer

Who?

Will do what?

By when?

What resources are needed?

Who should know?

Building relationships that will reap necessary resources



Six Steps to Creating a
Sustainability Plan

Key Points
CADCA Sustainability Primer

Start with an overall plan for your coalition

Know what will be needed to get the work done

Scan the environment

Overcome barriers

Brainstorm possible strategies

Create a Sustainability work group



Bevin Van Wassenhove
Bevin@DearbornCountyCASA.com


